










 

Every year the Five Lamps Arts Festival lights up the arts in Dublin’s North Inner City at the
beginning of Spring with loads of events happening during a week in all different venues
around the area.
This year due the circumstances brought about by Covid-19 our festival’s in-person
experience had to be postponed for the first time in 13 years, but this did not stop the Five
Lamps Arts Festival team from creating an entertaining and immersive experience. The
creative team headed by Roisin Lonergan, Artistic Director and Marcela Parducci, Project
Manager decided to host an online edition of the 2020 festival strictly following the HSE
guidelines. The Five Lamps Arts Festival team rented a space at D Light Studios for two days
and were able to create an amazing show that will be launched next Wednesday 21st
October 2020 at 7pm on our Facebook page @5lampsarts. After this, the one hour film will
be available on our YouTube channel.

youtube.com
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Azalea & Rhododendron
Azalea & Rhododendron is a tale of
two little ladies. The best in the
business. A playful investigation
into the comradery of women and
the intricacies of the female bond.
Choreography: Millie Daniel-Dempsey
Performers: Millie Daniel-Dempsey
and Amy Robyn Lyster

Avoca Reaction
Wren Dennehy

Poets Catherine Ann Cullen
& Rachael Hegarty
Keeping it Real

Avoca Reaction is a non-binary
artist whose credit’s include ‘Dear
Ireland’ and ‘24 Hour Plays’ at the
Abbey, Electric Picnic and the
Dublin Fringe, they are the host
and producer of The Queer
Cabaret at Bow Lane and Drag
Storytime Ireland.

Poetry and songs of Dublin, written
by award-winning poets Rachael
Hegarty and Poetry Ireland Poet in
Residence, Catherine Ann Cullen.

REIC

Ciara Ní É

Lauren Ní Chasaide

REIC (pronounced ‘wreck’) is a bilingual, and often multilingual, spoken
word event featuring poetry, rap,
music, storytelling, and everything
else you can think of! It provides a
welcoming space where Gaeilge is
encouraged. REIC is held monthly
in Dublin and features at festivals
such as Electric Picnic, Body and
Soul, and IMRAM.
This video features REIC founder,
spoken word poet Ciara Ní É. Ciara
is the DCU Writer in Residence
2020, and an Irish Writers Centre
ambassador. She is a cofounder of
LGBTQ+ arts collective Aerach.Aiteach. Gaelach, and her first project
with the group was selected for The
Abbey 5x5 2020.
Musician and singer Lauren Ní
Chasaide is a member of the
collective, and in this video she
performs a song she premiered on
the Peacock Stage in February. The
video also features the poet,
short-story writer, and playwright
Eoin P. Ó Murchú.

John Flynn
John Francis Flynn is a singer and
multi-instrumentalist whose work
centres around traditional and folk
material from Ireland and further
afield. He is a founding member of
the band, Skipper's Alley, with
whom he has toured extensively
throughout Europe and America.

SISTERS
by Michael J. Harnett
A chance meeting after nearly thirty
years brings two very different
women together where they
discover that their shared decency
and humanity is a powerful force in
dealing with the trials and
unfairness of life.
Starring: Deirdre Monaghan
and Niamh Devereux.
Directed by Vinnie McCabe.

Liam Lonergan & Friends
Aoife, Liam, Libby, John and
Caoimhe are musicians who have
learnt and honed their craft here in
Northside Dublin. They have known
each other and have played
together for most of their lives.
They met in the traditional music
school Ceoltóirí Cluain Tarbh,
where people of all ages and ability
come together to learn and play
traditional Irish music.

Eoin P. Ó Murchú

Thaís Muniz
Atlantica is a short poem written and
performed by Thais Muniz, bringing
her experience of being a Black
Brazilian Woman that seeks for her
unknown heritage while she ties a
headwrap. In Atlantica, Thais make
connections that pass through
places of resistance, resilience,
repulsion, and re-signification, to
find her identity.

Was Man

Gemma Dunleavy
Songwriter and producer Gemma
Dunleavy may have captured your
attention through her previous
collaborations with Murlo and
Swing Ting but the North Inner City
Dubliner has been busy making a
name for herself this year with her
stunning debut Ep ‘UP DE FLATS’.
This project celebrates her community of Sheriff St, a strong running
theme throughout her work.

Was Man is a musical project of
Dublin singer-songwriter, Warren
McCarthy. He enjoys putting observant ramblings into song form and
accompanying them with guitars in
alternate tunings. He released his
debut single, ‘Season 3, Episode
11’, in June 2020.

The Uncut Diamonds
Uncut Diamonds was formed in 2013
to give dramatic expression to issues
and experiences effecting the people
of the North Inner City of Dublin. The
topics and ideas explored come from
the life experience of the group’s
members.

Go Dance for Change
With performances from Afro-Brazilian dance to Rhythmic Gymnastic
the artists involved with the collaborative platform Go Dance For
Change, aim to share culture, promote mental and physical health
and inspire social change through
dance.

Patricia McCarthy
Michael Rafferty

Karen Aguiar

‘Imbarabaô’ - Karen’s piece was an
expression of a deep connection to
music, movement and nature.
‘Obaluaê’ - A dance to represent
the orixá of healing, respect for the
elderly and protector of health. It is
called whenever necessary to
remove illnesses, appearing in time
of global sickness to bring healing.
Performed
and
concept
by
Alessandra Azevedo along with
Marilia Magalhães, Cintia Augusta
and Yves Lorrhan. Choreography by
Ataide Emerson.

The present project Uncut Diamonds
are exploring is the rich cultural
literary and historical events that
occurred along an urban spine
stretching from Abercorn Road to the
House on the North Circular Road
where O’Casey wrote his Dublin
trilogy and which was his last Dublin
home.

John Cummins

Afro-Brazilian Dance
Criola Dance

John Cummins Poetician, one of
Ireland's most unique voices, has
brought his spoken word poetry to
every corner of our isle. From
festival fields to our national
concert hall, John shares poetry
that aims to highlight, uplift, and
inspire. His words break down the
border between audience and
performer. John's story is the story
of us.

Peter Sheridan
A short excerpt from, Are You
Having a Laugh, Peter’s show that
ponders the question as to whether
there is a humour that is unique to
Dublin.
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Dubh Lee
Dubh Lee is a folk and blues-rock
singer and guitarist. She’s kept herself busy during’lockdown performing livestreamed gigs such as the
Hotpress Lockdown Sessions and
Transmission festival, and her next
single Carousel will be coming out
this Winter.

paypal.me
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